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Chairman’s Message:

Good Evening Ladies and Gentlemen.
(Good evening Mr Chairman!!)

Our New MG
Hello Mr Dennis Dog
Here

Autumn is now with us, splendid days for driving out to see the
beautiful countryside - unfortunately as a club this is not
possible yet!



Electric Classic Cars

I hope you will still enjoy a ride out in your cars and are keeping
well and safe.



For Sale



Club Info



Please let Gillian know of any news and adventures you have
had to keep us all in touch.
Once we are safe to meet up again I will arrange and inform you
all.
A.O.B. Please contact me by email
or phone.

Editor’s Message:
There is definitely a nip in the air as
Autumn arrives. It is a lovely time of
year with golden leafed trees and lighter
mornings since changing the clocks. It
clearly going to be a bit different this
Christmas and we have to make the
most of the situation we are in. On that
note if you want your Christmas
messages in the December edition of
the Torque please email by 24th
November.
Stay Safe,

Gillian

A.O.B. email grahamdorman80@gmail.com
or any committee member.

WE WILL MEET AGAIN

CRUISING THE NORFOLK BROADS
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This was a new experience for me. Paul had done a lot of sailing in his younger days and knew the rules of
the inland waterways but I hadn’t a clue.
The trip had been booked almost a year before the pandemic arrived. Paul’s youngest daughter was due to get
married in Norfolk on 12th September and we had booked a cruiser on the broads for a week following the
wedding. Unfortunately the wedding was postponed but we decided to go ahead with our sailing trip.
We travelled to Norfolk a few days before and stayed in a hotel near Diss and took the opportunity to catch
up with my cousin who moved there from London over 10 years ago. It was the first time I had seen him and
his family for 7 years.
Before taking charge of our boat in Stalham we stopped in Wroxham and had a walk around the town. We
bought our food for the week at Roys of Wroxham – quite an incredible set of supermarkets/shops unique to
this part of the world. Our boat, Star Gem 4, was more than adequate with a nice kitchen, small but clean
bathroom and a two poster bed. There was plenty of storage space and a nice lounge area with 2 armchairs.

Before setting off we were warned that mooring may be difficult as all the hire boats were out and the
Northern Broads were incredibly busy. As we left (with Paul at the helm) we joined a long line of boats
moving south. When we reached Barton Broad the boats seem to go off in different directions. We made our
way to Ludham Bridge where there was one mooring space left so decided to spend our first night there. We
cooked our own meal and then went for a walk around the area before our first night on the boat. The
following morning I awoke early and it was incredibly misty and would have been impossible to sail at that
time. Fortunately the mist lifted and we had breakfast and then made our way further south and across
Breydon Water, which links the Northern and Southern Broads.
It was not a scenic holiday as most of the river banks are made up of tall grasses which we could not see over.
There were a lot of windmills and windpumps along the route and plenty of wildlife including seals,
herons, egrets and kingfishers.
Once in the southern broads we made our way to St Olave’s for our second night. The weather was brilliant
and we ate in the gardens of the local pub which is on the riverside and we stayed until sunset. The following
day we sailed to Reedham, where we moored for a lunch stop and then on to Loddam for the night. This was
a really nice quiet mooring and we had a walk around the town and neighbouring Chedgrave where we found
a nice pub for our evening meal. The following day we made our way to Oulton Broad, near Lowestoft.

After speaking to some other people on the adjoining boat
at St. Olave’s we were advised to use our seniors bus passes
to get from Oulton Broad into Lowestoft.
This seemed a good option and would give me my first
opportunity to use my own bus pass. We found the bus
stop, checked the timetable which said that a bus was due.
We waited for some time and then when I rechecked the
timetable found that buses have to be booked a day in
advance. So we walked the two and a half miles into
Lowestoft. We wondered around the town and sea front
and planned to get the train back to Oulton Broad.
We arrived at the station to find the ticket office closed and
tickets could only be purchased from a machine on the
platform. The sun was shining onto the screen of the
machine and it was incredibly difficult to see the
instructions.
Before we had finished, the train left so we cancelled the
transaction and decided to walk the two and a half miles
back to the boat. We were rewarded with excellent Fish
and Chips from a nearby shop and we slept well that night.
My only previous experience of the broads was when I was
about 10. Our family stayed at the Denes holiday camp in
nearby Kessingland. One of the tours that we did was
a half day boat hire from Oulton Broad. We shared a boat
with another family but sailed too close to the river bank
and sucked mud into the engine and became stranded.
I can remember being quite frightened and we had to be
rescued.
From Oulton Broad we made our way back over Breydon
Water but it was high tide as we approached and we needed
a lower tide to pass under the bridges at Great Yarmouth.
While waiting for the tide to change, we moored at Burgh
Castle and had a walk around the ruins of this 1700 year old
castle. When we eventually crossed Breydon Water it was
incredibly rough and it was really windy.
I was quite scared as the waves were crashing over the boat
and it was difficult to see out of the windows as there were
no wipers on the windscreen. Also the water was coming
into the boat and the lounge floor was very wet.
Paul loved every minute of it and was confident there would
not be a problem. We eventually made it much to my relief
and we passed under the bridges easily and made our way up
the River Bure to Stokesby where we stopped for our fifth
night.
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The plan for the following day was to sail to Horning for a lunch stop and then to overnight at Malthouse Broad
at the village of Ranworth. Things didn’t go to plan. It was Saturday and there were a lot of people in day boats
as well as locals enjoying the amazing weekend weather on their own boats. It was impossible to moor at
Horning so we continued to Wroxham Broad and moored there for lunch. Horning was still busy as we returned
so we continued to Malthouse Broad but again could not find a mooring. The only option was to moor in the
middle of the broad using the mudweight but this meant we couldn’t leave the boat. We spent a couple of hours
sunbathing and watching the wildlife on the broad and then Paul spotted a boat leaving the main mooring so he
pulled the mudweight up and we managed to get this vacant space and a much needed step on dry land.
For our last night Paul had booked a table at the hotel at Sutton Staithe for a romantic last night dinner. We
were incredibly lucky to get the last mooring here but only by moving another boat up a bit so we could get in
without obstructing the steps into the river. We had a lovely meal and then an early night before an early start to
get us back to Stalham where we had to return the boat before 9.00 the following morning.
There is a lot to think about when sailing the broads. Any trip has to be planned around the tides, especially in
the southern broad. Many bridges are only passable at low tide and some can only be passed with a Pilot who
will take the boat through for you. Mooring is another experience. In some places you moor side on but this has
to be approached against the tide otherwise the back of the boat just drifts to the centre of the river. Some
moorings were stern on so the boat had to be reversed into position. This was difficult for us as Paul could not
see the back of the boat. I was at the back but he couldn’t hear me shouting as the engine was in between us.
Fortunately we found that other boat owners/hirers were incredibly helpful and friendly and we rarely had to
manage the mooring alone.
Pauls daughter has postponed her wedding to September 2021 and we have decided to make a return trip to the
broads then but will get a boat with a higher steering position which should make mooring easier.

Jean Dalby
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Our New MG

For various reasons it became apparent an automatic
would be advantageous, so we started to look into it,
possibly even getting an MG HS hybrid. However
as time went on it became apparent for now it
wasn’t to be. Meanwhile getting the MG3 MOT’d
we had a test drive in an MG ZS auto, not greatly
thinking about getting one. But when the HS hybrid
option was decided against we thought back to the
ZS auto. But we hadn’t thought much beyond that.
At the MGCC birthday bash at the British Motor
Museum, Gaydon, Summit Garage had a small
display, but I did not see John Newey, the Sales
Director. After the event I sent him a private
message on Facebook mentioning that we were no
longer looking at a HS hybrid, but may get a ZS
auto.
We hadn’t really got any firm plans about getting
one. The next day I got a message back from John,
which included the fact he had a cancelled order for
a ZS auto, so while technically a second hand car it
only had 12 miles on the clock and the original
owner had not driven it which meant this second
hand car was basically brand new but about £3,000
off the list price.

This seemed too good an offer to miss! We had the
following week off work, so we arranged to see it the Monday, decided we would get it but we had previously
arranged to go to Bath Tuesday to Thursday which meant we had to dash round trying to sort out finances and
insurances and arrange to collect it on the Friday.
So it was a very busy rushed week trying to arrange it all! On Friday we drove across in our MG3 which was
necessary to part exchange, but sadly saying goodbye to ‘Maggie’ the MG3. If we had space and if finances
allowed, we would have loved to have kept the MG3, but after four years it was time to say goodbye and to say
hello to the MG ZS, which we have decided to call ‘Dudley’, after the location of Summit Garage.
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So.. what’s it like??
The MG ZS auto has a 1 litre, 3 cylinder turbo engine, however
driving it, it feels like a much bigger engine, also unlike some 3
cylinder engine cars I have driven in the past the engine is much
smoother as they, on tick-over are much ‘lumpier’.
The MG ZS seems very well balanced. Driving it the power band
starts much lower in the rev range making progress more effortless
than for example in the MG3 where the power band was higher in the
revs.
So while the MG3 is officially faster 0-60, realistically the 1 litre
turbo is most likely to outperform the MG3 and feels like a far bigger
engine. While not yet really driven it like I’ve stolen it, as there are
very few miles on the clock it has shown it has a decent spread of
power. The gear box on the MG ZS is a duel clutch 6-speed unit
which has so far proved to be a smooth well balanced gear change.
The gear box comes with three settings; the normal D, a sports mode where it will delay gear changes to
maximise the power of the engine and a manual change where you can go up or down by pressing the
lever front or back, which we haven’t yet tried. The engine and gear box on the ZS seems to be a very
worthy combination and I’ve heard said by many, better than the 1.5 non turbo, which is the same engine
that is in the MG3.
The car is the top of the range spec, the Exclusive, which has many toys including for example a 360
degree camera, assisting with parking and manoeuvring. Also it has LED lights front and rear which
means the headlights are the most impressive of any car I’ve had. The car also has front fog lights which
we may never need due to the great headlights!
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The car comes fitted with leather style seats, the front seats being heated and the driver’s seat has electric
adjustments. Unique to the 1 litre auto the car is fitted with ‘keyless entry’, which means as long as you have the
key fob with you, you press a button on the door to lock or unlock. When you get in there is a stop/start button, so
no ignition key. The car has standard air conditioning and comes with three different settings on the power
steering; urban, normal and dynamic. The car, sadly, like all cars these days does not come with a CD player (or
an 8 track stereo).
However I have bought a portable CD player which can link with the car sound system and it will via a memory
stick play music via the USB socket. The radio is DAB but also has FM and MW. The car also has built in SAT
NAV, which seems to include most of Europe. Inside the ZS, like the MG3, but with a little more space there is
plenty of room for up to five passengers. Unlike the MG3 it has a decent sized boot, which can be lowered or
raised subject to requirement. Our car comes in ‘Battersea Blue’. A unique thing for us on this car is the fact it
doesn’t have a normal hand brake, it comes with an electric hand brake, which has two settings. One setting
means every time you stop with the brake pedal after a split second of stopping it will engage enough to stop the
car moving.
When you wish to move you just apply
a light pressure on the accelerator. So for
example, hill starts are very easy! The
auto setting of the hand brake can be
switched off and you can engage it like a
normal hand brake. So far it has proven
to be a very good system. The car also
comes with a more advanced power
pressure monitoring system than the
MG3, which via the ABS system notices
that a tyre has lost pressure, but on the
ZS it monitors the temperature and the
tyre pressure of each tyre.
The car also comes fitted with various traction controls, stability control, hill descent control and various other
features including blind spot monitoring, assisted braking and reasonably comfortable seats which are slightly
sporty in their looks. It also has auto wipers, auto lights and rear parking sensors. We chosen to get a spare wheel
(space saver) as it came with the tyre repair kit, with the shaving foam. Also we got mud flaps fitted, which came
with the boot mat and the foot mats as a package.
Overall the ZS is quieter than the MG3 however when you floor it, it makes a nice sporty sound. As we have only
had it for a few days so we have not yet been able to fully explore the driving limits of the car but early signs are it
should prove to be a comfortable long distance cruiser with the ability of doing fast bendy bits.

Steve
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Hello everyone Mr Dennis Dog here.

We stopped off at what is apparently called a Service Station. The hoomans said it was for me to stretch my legs
and do the ‘necessary’. Now I hope you don’t mind me talking about this delicate matter but I don’t understand
why hoomans make me go outside for the’ necessaries’ whatever the weather, but they insist on finding
somewhere inside for their ‘necessaries’. Just out of interest I have a friend, Bertie, who does his necessaries
inside a lot, like hoomans but his hoomans seem very upset when this happens!! I know I’m learning all the time
but I still find this very confusing!!.
We have just come back from the Garden Centre where we met up with the lovely Aunty Gillian and the cheeky
Uncle Michael. They were asking if I had had any adventures that I could tell everybody about for the Torque
News. Me being the gentleman I am, I felt I had to help out, so I thought you might like to hear about my first
holiday by the sea!
We went to Aldeburgh in Suffolk for a few days, we were supposed to go in March when I was a young puppy
but because of ‘lockdown’ it had to be postponed. It would have been lovely to go then, but it was much better
going now as I am a teenager and I can get into far more mischief!!
We left on the Sunday morning and all I could hear was, ‘this dog has more ‘stuff’ than we do’. I don’t
understand what the hoomans are moaning about. A gentleman needs a lot of accessories to go on holiday! I had
to go on the necessary walk before we set off and when I arrived back the car was full of my bed, blankets,
towels, dog food, treats oh! and a small case for the hoomans.
I bounced in the back as I now quite like going in the car but I do find long journeys rather tedious and like to find
ways to amuse myself, mainly barking at any lorries that we go past. I particularly like letting skip lorries and
dustbin lorries know that they are disturbing the calmness of my journey. My male manservant seems to think he
has to shout, ‘Quiet Dennis!!’ at the top his voice but it doesn’t always have the desired effect and sometimes
I ‘shut up’ and sometimes I just carry on!!
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We carried on with the journey and I have to say the weather was very nice. I do like a bit of sunshine on my back
but to be honest I don’t mind what the weather is doing I just like to be out and about.
We arrived at our accommodation in the middle of the afternoon. The property looked very nice. There was a lady
hooman outside and she said hello I had a good sniff and she seemed really friendly!
We got the key out of the key box and went in. Wehee!!! It was totally open plan; I mean I could get into the
bedroom!! I’m not allowed in the bedroom at home, I don’t know what you think about that but I call it
discrimination – One rule for hoomans and one rule for dogs! Apparently the hoomans knew about this but had
some sort of plan to keep me in the kitchen – Oh! Yes Ha! Ha! This is Mr Dennis Dog you’re your dealing with!
The male manservant gave me some water and a few treats and then emptied the car of all my possessions. I was
glad to see they had brought some of my toys to keep me amused. They decided to have a cup of tea before we went
exploring and I sat waiting patiently for them to finish, Actually, that’s a little white lie I went and investigated the
bedroom and the shower room. I don’t understand why I am not welcome in these rooms at home those towel things
are very comfy to curl up on!!
Eventually we set of to walk to the beach. Wow! I thought the smells were good at home but these smells were on
another planet!! It was only a short walk to the sea and I couldn’t believe how big it was, I’ve got a paddling pool at
home and I thought that was big but you can’t see the sides or the end of that sea thing. I have to say that there was
one HUGE disappointment of the holiday and that was I was not allowed in the sea or on the beach. If we had come
in March as we originally booked that would be fine but not in September - we were 5 days too early! Apparently,
it’s okay from October.
What’s that all about? Us gentleman dogs know how to behave on beaches and if not, we have our hooman
manservants to clean up after us!!
We had a good walk along the promenade and as it was getting dark, we made our way back to the accommodation.
I can tell you I was ready for my tea and a rest I had had quite a strenuous day!
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We settled down for the evening and there seemed to be some information for the hoomans to read I heard them
talking and apparently it mentioned those pesky dustbin lorries. The bins were emptied once a fortnight and
they were right outside our front door. Guess what, we were staying the week the bins were going to be
emptied!! For the hoomans this seemed to cause a problem. Now you may be wondering why, because I make
sure the bin men know I’m around at home. The problem was the position of the accommodation - the owners
lived directly above and the hoomans were concerned that my barking and growling early in the morning may
disturb them. Anyway, the manservant had a plan, he was going to take me on a long walk early on Monday
morning in the hope that we missed the lorry. Well you know what you hoomans are like, very rarely do your
plans seem to come to fruition and sure enough the lorry arrived before we had got out the door. Well what is
a gentleman supposed to do I gave it to them with both barrels!!!
Talking of the accommodation there really was nothing wrong with it, except for the fact that there were
hoomans living above. Now I haven’t been on this planet very long and I am not used to having hoomans living
above me, so every time the hoomans moved around I felt it necessary to bark to let them know I was there.
Unfortunately, this did not go down well with the manservant especially when it was necessary for me to do this
at five minute intervals after midnight. I thought hoomans wanted guard dogs in these times!!
Anyway, I’d just like to ask one question, how do animals as big as elephants get up house stairs because
according to my lady manservant these hoomans had an elephant upstairs with clogs on!! Now I’ve seen these
elephant things on TV and they are pretty big so I’m very confused how they got one upstairs – never mind
sorry I digress but these are very confusing problems for a teenage cockapoo!!!
We spent the next few days visiting Southwold, Thorpeness and lots of lovely villages around the area. I loved
sitting at the café on the end of Southwold pier where I had lots of cuddles and treats from friendly hoomans and
tried my first ice-cream, yummy! I met some different birds I hadn’t seen before called swans, they weren’t that
friendly actually and were quite aggressive which I thought was very unfair when I was just a gentleman taking
an afternoon stroll.
The time came to go home much too soon. I went for a long walk with the lady manservant while the
manservant loaded the car back up. We travelled back the same way and stopped again for ‘necessaries’ at the
service station. By the time we arrived back home I was very tired after my adventures and all the new
experiences I had. I then had a quiet few days chilling out after my amazing adventures. I hope we go
somewhere like that again soon but if we do, I’d really like to see how that elephant got up those stairs!!

Take care, keep safe
Love
Dennis Dog
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RBW reveals pre
pre-- production Electric

Classic motoring manufacturer RBW Electric Classic Cars has revealed the pre-production model of
its stylish electric classic roadster.
Inspired by the MGB Roadster of the 1960s, the RBW EV Roadster takes the classic sports car design and
enhances it for the modern world, whilst retaining a stylish elegance. Under the brand-new heritage body
shell from British Motor Heritage, sits a patented power drivetrain system that has been three years in
development.
RBW has worked with Continental Engineering Services (CES) and Zytek Automotive, both part of
Continental AG, which provides the world championship winning technology applied to Formula E racing
cars. Following RBW founder Peter Swain’s vision, together they have created a vehicle with the aesthetic
appeal of a classic car but with modern electric engineering.
Managing Director Peter Swain said:
“Our patented system (Patent p: 1906698.4)
places the electric motor at the rear of the car and
Hyperdrive Innovation’s lithium-ion battery
technology under the bonnet, which gives
perfectly balanced weight distribution. Not only
does this give the driver much better handling of
the car, retaining that sports car feel, but it also
affords maximum battery volume to be housed.
“The RBW system has been tested and has
achieved European Regulation No 100 of the
Economic Commission, which confirms RBW as
a recognised automotive worldwide manufacturer.
“What is even more exciting for us is that the
RBW System and architecture can be installed into other body shells such as Austin Healey, Jaguar E-Type,
Mini, and many more. Each car can be built to the clients’ personal specification and requirements. The
opportunities are endless and therefore safeguards the future of classic motoring.”
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The RBW roadster also features bespoke-built front and rear suspension, all independent utilising coil-over
damper technology around the vehicle, and OEM developed brakes discs and callipers, with Regen braking
also included. It also has the latest generation of hub design and wheel bearing technology installed. All parts
and components installed are brand new.
The limited-edition hand-crafted models, with an initial 30 examples created, have been designed with high
quality performance levels of noise and vibrations. Over the past 20 years, CES has accumulated experience of
optimising Noise Vibration Harshness (NVH) in such vehicles, especially the challenges brought about by the
replacement of an internal combustion engine with an electric drivetrain – this has been applied to the RBW
Roadster to ensure a pleasant experience during pull-away, city-traffic, cruising and spirited driving.
The multi-function dashboard display combines driver gauges and messages with safety diagnostic symbols in
an easy to use graphic interface
designed around safe and smooth
operation whilst driving.
Pioneer’s Flagship Wi-Fi® enabled
built-in navigation system brings
a large motorised 7-inch 24bit True
Colour Capacitive WVGA
multi-touchscreen to the dashboard.
It also features a HDMI input to mirror
smart phones, SD Card input and Dual
USB inputs and gold-plated RCA
connectors for the highest audio
quality possible.
The interior of the car has been designed by Prototrim, specialists in trim development with more than 100
years combined knowledge and experience. With the very highest levels of craftsmanship, every finished
interior is exquisite from the accuracy of the patterns to the quality of the stitch detail.
Further model developments are already underway with a fixed head GT version to follow in 2021 along with
a second RBW electric recreation.
Production begins early 2021 with prices starting from £90,000 plus taxes, with an initial £5,000 deposit.
Orders are already being taken with RBW taking the car to clients for Covid-safe test drives.

Courtesy
RBW Classic Cars
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Free to anyone who will collect.
Pair of doors , boot and bonnet for MGTF in black.
Plus 4xWire wheels for a MGB OR GT free for collect with tyres
Contact Graham on 07713249726.

For Sale:-

MGA 1957 Red , 1622 engine , 5 speed box.
Just fitted , two new rear springs , bushes and shock absorbers.
Contact Graham for further enquiries. 07713249726.
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South Leicester Monthly Meetings

North Leicester Monthly Meetings

Membership open to all, so why not come along
and meet like-minded people and enjoy the
magic of the marque.

The North Leicester MG Club meets at
The Lingdale Golf Club, Joe Moors Lane,
between Croptston, Woodhouse Eves and Newton
Linford. at 8pm on the third Wednesday of the
month.

We meet on the first Tuesday of each month at
the White Horse Inn, Station Road, Broughton
Astley, Leicestershire. Family membership is
£5.00 p/a, payable in January. For further
details contact the Secretary.
Meetings are held from 7.30pm with members
forum 8.30pm.
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Deadline for next Torque is 24th November 2020
Send your articles to Gillian - mgricketts@btinternet.com

